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In shop design a common method to maximize sales is to manipulate the
customers through spatial arrangements of shelves and products. The aim of this
practice is that shoppers have to spend a long time in the store and pass a high
quantity of products. Using this technique requires a lot of empirical analysis of
POS (point of sale) data and experimentation with product and shelf
arrangements, while not upsetting the customers by guiding them through a
"shopping maze". For this reason we developed a tool that semi-automatically just a couple of inputs concerning the type of shop are required - creates different
shopping layouts which are later analyzed and optimized for visibility and
product placement. This tool aims to support shop designers in an early planning
stage. This is done by creating and testing a large number of different shopping
layouts without having to conduct experiments in an actually built environment.
Keywords: Algorithmic generation, Agent based model, Product placement, Sale
maximization, View analysis & optimization

OVERVIEW
This paper is a summary of two theses (shopgenerator: 2D generation of shopping layouts (Straßl 2015)
and Agent-Based Analysis and Optimization of Shopping Layouts (Rosenberg 2015)) which focus on the
development of a tool for automated generation,
analysis and optimization of shopping layouts.
A ﬁrst version of this tool (shopgenerator v1) was
created in course of a design-class and competition
initialized by "UMDASCH Shopﬁttings" at the University of Technology Vienna.
The goal of the competition was to design a
retail-store utilizing new technologies and media. We
approached this task by analyzing fundamentals in
shop design and determining how we can use these

to implement our design ideas:
• Customer routes - to keep customers in the
store as long as possible - and increase sale
numbers accordingly - "attractor-products"
(products with high sale numbers like milk,
bread and produce) are arranged as far apart
as possible. Customers looking to buy those
products have to walk long paths in the shop
and therefore walk by more products. This
technique increases the numbers of impulse
purchases and overall sales. (Hitt 1996) (Kreft
2002)
• Visibility/orientation - customers are guided
through a shop by their vision. The spatial layout and the arrangement of product groups
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are the cornerstones of the customer's orientation. Through accentuation and visual highlights customers can be attracted and guided
to remote areas of the shop. (Gretz 2000)
• Shopping behavior - depending on the type
of shop (groceries, clothes, electronic media,...) and individual interest of shoppers
their behavior might vary strongly. In grocery stores for example, most shoppers probably are looking to work of their shopping list
as fast as possible, whereas in clothing stores
customers preferred to take their time and
browse through the shop. (Silberer 2009)
To apply these principles to diﬀerent shop types and
requirements, we implemented a ﬁrst version of the
shopgenerator. With diﬀerent user-inputs it was possible to create various layouts ﬁtted to a narrowly deﬁned design idea.
Because it's limitations in generating broader
variations of layouts and it's inaccuracy in simulating
customer paths and movement patterns, we devoted
our theses to improve and further extend the shopgenerator.
We developed two separate tools (generation
and analysis/optimization of shopping layouts) which
work together by exchanging the computed results
via .png color maps.
By implementing these tools we hope to create
a program that can support planers in early design
stages. The tool is capable of creating multiple layouts and computes a feedback that could otherwise
only be given by empiric research of built environments.
The planers can determine by themselves which
generated layout ﬁts their needs best and take it and
the produced data as basis for further design ideas
and decisions.

SHOPGENERATOR V2
Generation
The generation of the layout is based on several user
inputs, mainly regarding size of the store, product
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groups and neighborhood relations of the product
groups (e.g. product group A should be close to
product group B, but should be far away from product group C).
This tool was implemented in three layers which
handle (ﬁgure 1):
Figure 1
Sequence of
generation, analysis
and optimization

Figure 2
Several user inputs
inﬂuence the force
vectors to localize
their position
within the store

• Zoning - Using Delauney Triangulation, force
based circle packing and a kd tree Subdivision
algorithm, the shop is divided in diﬀerent areas for diﬀerent product groups.
• Path generation - per analysis of wanted
and unwanted neighborhood relations of the
product groups a main path throughout the
shop is deﬁned
• Furniture - The diﬀerent areas are now populated with shelves, whose density and orientation are controlled by the kd tree Subdivision
and the user input.

The generation-tool was programmed in
Grasshopper for Rhino and works semi-automated
(only the imports regarding shop size and product
groups is required to produce a shop). The tool generates layouts in three consecutive layers (Impulse
Computer generated city patterns - see related work)
which will be described here (ﬁgure 2):

Analysis and optimization
To further edit and improve the visibility within these
layouts, an agent-based model was built. This model
aims to improve the overall visibility of products and
the orientation within the shop. To simulate diﬀerent shopping behaviors and shopper types (regular
customers, seeking customers, browsing customers)
diﬀerent approaches on decision making and pathﬁnding were implemented:
• Shortest path Algorithm
• Random Step Algorithm
• Guided Step Algorithm
The agents are given a ﬁeld of view to ﬁnd their
way through the shop. Guided by their shopping
list and interests they navigate throughout the shop
while the model tracks their movement and vision to
analyze the placement of products, the overall visibility within the shop and possible improvements to
the visibility and product placement.
After this analysis, the heights of the shelves are
manipulated to improve overall visibility in the store.
The model can be run again to achieve further improvements and analyze the changes made.

METHODES
Part I - layout generation
The layout generation - and part I of the shopgenerator v2 - is discussed at length in the thesis shopgenerator: 2D generation of shopping layouts (Straßl 2015).

Zoning. The user of this tool has to specify a couple parameters regarding the planned shop before
the automated generation starts. First the overall size
and shape of the store have to be deﬁned. The user
can specify where the entrance and the exits of the
shop should be located.
The planer also has to provide the number and
percentual size of diﬀerent product groups. These
product groups - represented by a circle displaying
their size - then are placed manually in the shop to
determine the rough position and neighborhood relations. The last required input, to generate a fully
functional layout, is to appoint one of the product
groups as checkout area.
The centers of the placed circles are automatically connected to each other using a Delauney triangulation (Pottman et al. 2007) algorithm. These connections represent the neighborhood relation between the product groups. Unwanted neighbor-
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hoods can be blocked, wanted connections can be
set.
The precise position of the - prior roughly placed
- product groups is deﬁned by a force based circle
packing algorithm (Stephenson 2005) (König et al.
2012). Through an iterative process the products
groups are brought into balance by moving force
vectors. The inﬂuencing forces are composed of the
product size, the neighborhood relations, the connection to entrance and exit and the overall size and
shape of the store. (Impulse RaumLabor - see related
work)
To generate a rectangular layout out of the now balanced - circle representations of the product groups a kd-tree algorithm was implemented (the
used kd-tree subdivision algorithm is an enhanced
version of the sliding midpoint split (Maneewongvatana and Mout 1999)).
The overall shop shape is repeatedly divided by
sectional planes until every product group has an assigned rectangular area within the store. The cutting
planes aim to sever as few neighborhood connections as possible while taking into account that the
predeﬁned product size and an even ratio should be
preserved.
Analysis and path generation. The generated subdivision is now analyzed and compared to the predeﬁned wanted and unwanted neighborhood connections. Because it is unlikely that all inputted connections are preserved throughout the subdivision process the layout is altered to ﬁt the requirements.
Products that should be next to each other, but
were separated during the segmentation, are connected by adding an aisle across the product group
lying in between.
Products that should not be adjacent to one another are separated by a shelf.
The main path through the store is generated
along the borders of the allocated product areas.
The separating shelves block unwanted accesses and
therefor also play an essential role in deﬁning the
main path.
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Generating furniture. The third generation layer
handles the shelf and shop counter arrangement.
To do so, every product group can be handled
separately, so the user can deﬁne, which shelf layout ﬁts which product group. After the user selected his/her preferences (high shelves or low shop
counters, orientation of the shelves, aisle width, shelf
width and length) the algorithm populates the remaining area (allocated product group zone without
main path) with furniture.
The area closest to the entrance and exit is altered so a larger empty space is generated. This aims
to give customers a more appealing ﬁrst impression
of the store and also accentuates the exit.
The checkout area - deﬁned by the user in the
zoning layer - doesn't generate shelves but cash
desks. The design of these desks is diﬀerent according to the areas position. If the checkout area is adjacent to the exit, multiple oblong desks are created; if
the area is not adjacent to the exit, a single checkout
piece of furniture is generated.
The zoning layer - with its deﬁnition of neighborhood relations and product group sizes - is essential
for the layout generation. Every change in these settings alters the overall layout and therefor changes
the entire look of a shop.
The inputs given for the product groups on the
other hand only change the design of the individual
areas. By editing these values the product groups can
be edited to ﬁt speciﬁc needs and parameters.
Data exchange. Because the two tools (layout generation and layout analysis and optimization) were implemented in diﬀerent programs but need a point
of intersection, the generated layouts have to be exported for further use.
To do this, the layouts are ﬁtted to a grid
(60x60cm) and divided into diﬀerent layers. These
layers (furniture, product groups and optimization
priority - deﬁnes which shelves are locked for optimization) are exported as color maps using the .png
format. The .png ﬁles then can be imported into the
tool for analysis and optimization (ﬁgure 3).

Figure 3
layout generated by
the shopgenerator

• and shopping agents - simulated customers
who walk through the shop guided by individually generated shopping lists and interests.
Vision - perception of the environment. To be able
to interact with and move through its environment
every shopping agent is given vision. This is simulated by a parabolic view-cone of 170° and 20 meter
view-distance. (Penn and Turner 2002) (Kreft 2002)
Because the agent has to react to spatial conﬁgurations and also to visible products, the vision is calculated for every step it takes. The vision is calculated by processing precalculated isovists (Benedikt
1979) and gives information on visible way-patches
and products. It also calculates which products could
be seen from the current location but are blocked by
other objects (shelves, walls, etc.) - which is determining for the later optimization.

Part II - analysis and optimization
The second tool of the shopgenerator was created
with NetLogo (Wilensky 1999). For information exceeding this short overview, see: Agent-Based Analysis and Optimization of Shopping Layouts (Rosenberg
2015).
This tool was created as agent-based model to
simulate and analyze realistic customer paths within
a store. This is done to gain information on overall
visibility in the shop and to later manipulate the generated furniture to improve path-ﬁnding and product
placement.
The NetLogo Model consist of:
• a 2D-grid representation of a store layout containing information on way-patches, furniture (high shelves, low desk), walls, entrances and exits,
• product agents - static agents that collect data
on visibility and sale numbers

Shopping lists - deﬁnition of agent goals. For every
shopping agent an individual shopping list is created.
This shopping list is a list of product agents the simulated shopper wants to buy. The products are chosen
randomly, but also factor in sale numbers (that can be
edited manually in the NetLogo model or imported as
another color map).
The products on the shopping list are divided
into three groups, which aﬀect the path ﬁnding approach of the shopping agents:
• Known products - the exact position of the
product is known by the agent
• Wanted products - the agent wants to ﬁnd
and buy the product, but doesn't know its location
• Impulse purchase - these products are only
bought if the agent sees it and it awakens the
agents interest
How many products of which group are on an agents
shopping list is deﬁned by its individual shopping
type and the category of the shop (deﬁnes sale numbers and the percentage of the diﬀerent shopper
types). There are three shopper types implemented
in this model:
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• Regular customers - the position of many
products is known; the agent is not very interested in impulse purchases;
• Sporadic customer - the shopping list mainly
consist of wanted products; also the interest
in impulse sales is higher;
• Browsing customer - the agent is mainly in
the store to browse through the shop and look
for impulse sales.
Decision making - Path-ﬁnding. For every diﬀerent
product type, there is a diﬀerent approach on ﬁnding
it:
• Known products / shortest path: (Impulse
Pedestrian Behaviour Modelling - see related
work) it is assumed that shoppers that want
to buy certain products and know there exact
position approach it by the shortest possible
path. Therefore the shortest path within an
agent's view-cone is calculated and the agent
approaches the product directly. Once a
wanted product - which position isn't known is seen, the agent memorizes the location and
the product now is also approached by the
shortest path.
• Wanted products / guided step: To ﬁnd
products on the shopping list, an agent uses
a random step algorithm. (Impulse Space Syntax Based Agent Simulation - see related work)
Hereby a random target within the view-cone
is chosen as temporary target for the next
step. Using this approach the shopper can
navigate through the store guided by spatial
arrangements. However, using only a random
step doesn't help the agent ﬁnd the products
it's looking for. So the algorithm is enhanced
by adding personal interests. Every product
the agent has seen manipulates the probability of the next random step. The agent is more
likely to visit unknown areas in the shop and
approach personal interests.
• Impulse purchases: - also using the guided
step algorithm the agent navigates through
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the store. If close to a possible impulse sale,
the agent chooses to buy it or not to.

Analysis & Hotspots. After a simulation-cycle the
shop can be analyzed on visibility and customer
paths (ﬁgure 4).
Besides the walked paths, the seen products, the
percentage how many products were spotted, the
position with the best visibility and the products best
visible also the shelves that limit visibility the most
can be pointed out.
Optimization. The size of these shelves is manipulated in the optimization phase (ﬁgure 5). The high
shelves that limit the overall visibility the most are
changed to low shop counters. Every simulationcycle only a couple of shelves is manipulated and the
simulation is run again. This way the change is visible to the shop planer and the agent's behavior is
changed accordingly.
Because of this optimization the orientation and
path-ﬁnding of the shopping agents is improved
(products are seen sooner and therefore agents know
earlier where their desired products are). This is done
without restricting the previously mentioned guideline for shop planning (lead customers past as many
products as possible,...).
To also improve path-ﬁnding and the overall orientation also the mentioned attractor products can
be rearranged. These are set to the positions best visible in the store.

RESULTS
The implemented shopgenerator v2 is able to automatically generate, analyze and optimize shopping
layouts considering various user inputs and shop
speciﬁc parameters.
The generation of the layout prioritizes the
placement of product groups and their wanted and
unwanted neighborhood relations. The deﬁnition of
the main path and the placement of furniture is handled in separate layers closely intertwined with each
other.

Figure 4
Hotspot-Analysis on
customer pathes;
Analysis on visibility
limiting shelves

Figure 5
Visualisation of
optimizations

Through this approach it is not only possible to
create a large variety of layouts by little changes of
various parameters, but also to ﬁt single product areas to speciﬁc needs and design ideas.
The subsequent analysis and optimization provides information about realistic movement patterns
and visibility within the store. This information normally is not available to planers because it usually can
only be obtained by empiric analysis of built environments.
As a consequence the shop planer can not only
ﬁt the design of a shop to his design ideas, but can
also consider - otherwise not available - background
data. Shelves and counters with good visibility values can be accentuated; areas with low visibility can
be improved by manipulating the shelf height or position.
The automatization of these processes aims to
quickly provide various possible design solutions,
which later can be compared by the shop planner. After choosing one possible solution the shop designer
can prioritize the actual store and shelf design and integrate pre-computed information on visibilities and
product arrangements (ﬁgure 6).

DISCUSSION
Fully-automatized layout generation and
optimization - combined interface
The shopgenerator v2 currently works as combination of two, independent tools that communicate
through the exchange of .png color maps. In a next
development phase these two programs could be
further intertwined by creating a conjoint layout to
control the generation and optimization of the store
layouts. All required parameters could be deﬁned in
one step and the interface handles the communication between the separate tools and also combines
the resulting data in one layout.

Possible expansions of the layout generation
Because its program architecture (diﬀerent layers for
diﬀerent program phases) the generation-tool can
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Figure 6
Design process
using the
shopgenerator v2

easily be expanded stepwise. Every layer can be enhanced separately and thus increase the variety and
precision of generated layouts:
• Zoning: The subdivision of the kd tree for
unique situations (for example: decision making on x- or y-parallel subdivision for product
groups with equal neighborhood relations)
could be surveyed and expanded
• Path generation: The current approach (generate paths along boundaries of product areas) is designed for small areas. To handle path generation for larger areas, diﬀerent path generation solutions could be implemented.
• Furniture: By integrating further subdivisions
possibilities and shelf arrangements such as
star-shapes, advances and setbacks or "court"
arrangement the diversity of generated layouts could be extended.
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Possible expansions of the agent based simulation
• Collision avoidance: The current implementation of the shopping agents doesn't simulate collision avoidance between agents. By
adding this and running the model for peak
and trough hours additional information and
a higher level of detail could be provided.
• Buy-time: Depending on the type of product
and individual interest, shoppers take diﬀerent amount of time to compare and choose
which item to buy. For purchases done rarely
(TVs, kitchen appliances, baby products,...)
shoppers take more time and do a lot of comparing. By implementing this, the analysis of
shoppers could be expanded to also give accurate predictions on time spent in various
stores.

• Customer classiﬁcation: To further categorize and simulate customers it would be
possible to integrate demographic data and
customer proﬁles. With preceding research
a comparison of diﬀerent shopping proﬁles
could be made and compared to the implemented version of shoppers (How does the
shopper proﬁle change movement patterns e.g. 60 year old male retiree vs. 25 year old
businesswoman)

Integrating POS (Point-of-sale) data
The generation of layouts and the implementation of
the agent-based model is currently based on shopping fundamentals and data extracted from our literature review. Because of time and expense constraints no actual POS data was collected or integrated in the tool. Also this data is hard to obtain. In
the shopping industry, POS data is very valuable and
therefor it is protected very well.
It certainly would be very interesting and helpful
to compare our ﬁndings with actual collected data.
The visual comparison with diﬀerent analysis
found in literature showed that our outcomes ﬁt relatively well to constructed shops and movement patterns.

Variation of scale
Like stated by Gretz (Gretz 2000), there are many similarities between shop design and urban planning in
allotment, constructions and human interaction.
It would be very appealing to broaden the implemented tools, adapt the parameters and try to generate and analyze urban areas.

RELATED WORK
KaisersRot - RaumLabor
KaisersRot developed a model to generate town
structures using a bottom-up procedure. In a larger
area a number of small properties / plots are placed,
whose position is subject to change. For every plot
various parameters - regarding personal needs, desires and possible neighborhood relations - can be

deﬁned. After inputting these factors, the model calculates a perfect balanced solution for the plot placement within the overall area (plots are attracted and
repelled by ﬁxed points and other plots). In contrary
to many top-down models the overall allotment is
generated after the area allocation. (Friedrich 2005)
(Hovestadt 2010)

Computer generated city patterns (König
and Bauriedel 2004)
To create an automated city generation tool, König
analyzed essential characteristics of urban patterns in
the development of various cities.
Based on these ﬁndings a multi-layered automated tool to generate city structures was created.
The tool divided the creation of patterns in an information layer (to store geographic information), an allotment layer (streets and squares), a building layer
and an optimization layer.
Every layer consists of various diﬀerent algorithms and functions. By splitting the model in multiple layers it was possible to create various solutions
for diﬀerent initial conditions.

Pedestrian Behaviour Modelling (Kitazawa
and Batty 2004)
Kitazawa and Batty created an agent-based simulation to predict customer paths in a shopping mall.
They divided the mall-layout in multiple nodes (every junction and every shop is a node) and created
a graph, representing the walkable area. Agents are
provided with total knowledge of the environment
and a list of stores to visit. By calculating the shortest possible path between its goals agents moved
through the shopping mall. The predicted paths
were compared to actual customer paths and found
similar. According to Kitazawa and Batty the shortest path approach on path-ﬁnding is a reasonable
method to simulate some customers, but they also
point out that this model is not suitable to simulate
various shopping behaviors and doesn't give a total
representation of customer paths.
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Space Syntax Based Agent Simulation
(Penn and Turner 2002)
Penn and Turner developed a model to simulate
shopping behavior by implementing a random step
algorithm. Agents are given vision and choose a random visible point as target for their next step. By repeating this process after a certain walked distance,
the agents are able to freely move throughout the
simulated environment.
Although this model is based on probabilities
and randomness Penn and Turner state that the
agents move in patterns close to reality. They also
state that this approach doesn't consider personal interests or targeted shopping but still manages to simulate customers very well.
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